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This report is an individual extension to the group report submitted to Monarch Airlines Ltd in 
part submission for the management project. The report covers a detailed financial statement 
analysis of Monarch Airlines Ltd. and one of its competitor Jet2.com as a peer comparison. As 
the budget airline industry is a very saturated and highly competitive industry, this study should 
prove to be useful for Monarch Airlines in their future decision making by reflecting on past 
performance and highlighting key factors contributing to either positive or negative results. 
 
A part of the analysis was to find key financial ratios by assessing and evaluating balance sheets, 
income statements, cash flow statements of both the companies and doing a comparative 
analysis to compare the financial performance of Monarch Airlines with one of its peers. After 
doing a thorough analysis of key financial ratios, we come up with conclusions, which highlight 
the key implications that have been recurring in the analysis, and recommendations to 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 This individual report is a part extension to the group report submitted to Monarch 
Airlines Ltd., covering market research focusing on retail operations and customer 
engagement for Low Cost Carriers in UK & Europe and providing recommendations for 
addressing the issues faced by Monarch Airlines Ltd. as compared to its competitors. 
 As part of the individual research outline, we will be conducting a detailed financial 
statement analysis of Monarch Airlines for the past 3 years atleast. As part of the 
research, we will be referring balance sheets and income statements for the past 3 years. 
To assess and evaluate the performance of Monarch Airlines Ltd. across the UK and 
European region in Low Cost Carrier Industry, we will be comparing its financials with one 
of its competitor. After doing an overall market survey, we came across Jet2.com airlines. 
We decided to consider Jet2.com as part of our comparative analysis because both of 
these companies under consideration have more or less same business operations, 
revenues, fleet size and lastly private ownership.  
 Further in this paper we will conduct a detailed  financial analysis of Monarch Airlines 
and Jet2.com by comparing their balance sheets, income statements and cash flow 
statements. After calculating financial ratios as part of the analysis, we will come up with 
recommendations for Monarch Airlines as to how it can improve its profitability and 
efficiency to achieve sustainable competitive advantage amongst its competition. 
 One of the oldest yet the most reliable tool to analyze and evaluate the performance of 
a company is by using different financial ratios. This powerful tool is used by business 
analysts including directors, managers to formulate and implement future business 
strategies for achieving sustainable growth; by investors, creditors & customers while 
investing in a firm and by regulators while formulating laws and regulations for governing 
the concerned industry. Stakeholders use the financial analysis tool to find key critical 
ratios to understand and analyze the financial health of the firm and to compare 
performance of firms in the same sector of an industry, firms between different industries 
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or between the cross functional departments within the company. Financial analysis can 
also be useful to identify and evaluate the positioning and performance of the firm over 
different time periods and also to compare it with overall industry standards. (Delen, 
Kuzey and Uyar, 2013)  
 
 
Figure 1: Basic concept of Financial Analysis 
 Matsumoto et al. (1995) in their paper conducted a small research to understand the 
basic approach and views of business analysts and financial managers about different 
financial ratios. These authors observed that typically, growth is the most critical factor 
which the business analysts and managers are looking for with the help of financial 
analysis technique. The other key parameters which they are looking at is the financial 
valuation of the business and profitability ratios. Once, the business analysts get a clear 
picture of the financial health of the company, they then look at different solvency ratios 
and asset utilization ratios. Normally, this order in which the business analysts carry out 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 This section of Literature Review will introduce the relative theories and implied 
frameworks being considered. Under this section, we will discuss the implications of 
different theories being considered and showcase the way in which these theories and 
frameworks can be used to validate our financial analysis  and highlight its limitations. By 
considering different theories and frameworks, we will try to identify the correct 
methodology approach which we need to consider for analyzing the financial statements 
of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2 to come up with recommendations for sustainable growth. 
 2.1 INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 Financial statement analysis is the process of identifying financial data and other 
relevant information in order to interpret and evaluate the performance of the company. 
Financial analysis is important to assess the present and future financial health of a 
company. (Subramanyam and Wild, 2009) 
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 The evolution of financial and accounting practices and procedure over the course of 
time as resulted in the formulation of different financial ratios (Horrigan, 1965). Financial 
analysis can be useful to find out critical financial ratios by analyzing the financial data 
from balance sheets, income statements, cash flow statements. (Ross, Westerfield and 
Jordan, 2003) in their book " Fundamentals of Corporate Finance", claim that the 
information highlighted by financial ratios can aid business analysts during formulating 
and implementing business decisions. Some of the benefits might be when analysts are 
evaluating the positioning of the company as compared to its competition; sharing 
relative information to regulators, creditors and to some point suppliers; evaluating the 
performances of different cost heads within the organization over a certain timeline; 
assessing the performance of managers and employees during appraisal period; 
formulating and projecting future growth targets based on the past track record of the 
company to current  or prospective investors and lastly to evaluate the financial 
performance of the firm during mergers and acquisitions (Ross, Westerfield and Jordan, 
2003). 
 Financial analysis can also be used to predict and assess performance against forecasted 
growth targets. The results from financial ratios can be used as inputs for developing 
financial models for identifying and evaluating financial failure and distress situation that 
may arise in future (Beaver 1966 ; Altman 1968). A lot of research has been done around 
the financial failure and distress scenario by employing unique financial models and 
considering distinct set of financial data as an input to the model. These models are 
unique as they are based on machine or statistical data (Wilson & Sharda, 1994; Lee, Han, 
& Kwon, 1996; Holsapple & Wu, 2011; Martin-Oliver & Salas-Fumas, 2012).  
 There is no standard fixed number of financial ratios that one needs to calculate to do a 
detailed financial analysis of an company. For example, Gombola and Ketz (1983) in their 
research and analysis of finances in manufacturing and retail industry used around 58 
financial ratios to track the pattern and performances of concerned firms. Likewise 
(Serrano Cinca, Mar Molinero and Gallizo Larraz, 2005) used about sixteen financial ratios 
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while conducting a research on how size of the organization and country of its operations 
affect the financial structure and performance of a company in European region. To 
conclude, we understand that the optimum financial structure, ratios and pattern of 
financial analysis differ from industry to industry; size of the organization under 
consideration and the country of its operations (Gombola and Ketz (1983); Cinra et al. 
(2005). 
 Financial analysis is a useful technique to find out answers to key questions that may 
arise while undertaking business decisions. One set of questionnaire may be related to the 
firm's past financial track record and its capacity to deliver forecasted financial targets. 
For example these questions might be - Is the organization profitable? Is the financial 
positioning of the firm strong enough? Was the company able to meet its past forecasted 
earnings and profit margins? Another set of questionnaire may be related to the expected 
financial performance of the organization. For example - Does the organization have 
enough sources of funds and resources to invest in future projects? Does the organization 
have enough competency and capabilities to achieve sustainable growth rate as 
compared to the competition? Financial analysis helps the business analysts and senior 
management of the company to find out answers to these key questions while evaluating 
the performance of the company whether it has exceeded its forecasted targets or fallen 
short of it (Subramanyam and Wild, 2009). As highlighted in the figure 3 on the next page, 
we understand that financial statement analysis is an integral part of the overall business 
analysis. 
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Figure 3 : : Financial Statement Analysis as a component of Business Analysis 
Source : Reproduced from - Subramanyam, K. and Wild, J. (2009). Financial Statement Analysis. 10th ed. 
Singapore: McGraw-Hill, pp.11. 
 As mentioned by Subramanyam and Wild, (2009) in their book "Financial Statement 
Analysis", financial analysis broadly consists of three core areas namely risk analysis, 
profitability analysis and the cash flow analysis as represented in above figure 3. Risk 
analysis basically helps us to evaluate and assess the capability of the organization to fulfill 
its future commitments. Risk analysis captures the liquidity and solvency of an 
organization, taking into consideration the variations in its revenue or earnings. Risk 
analysis is an important factor of financial analysis as it can be used to assess the 
sustainable performance of the company as compared to its competition. Profitability 
analysis is used to assess and evaluate the return which an organization can make on its 
investments. While carrying out the profitability analysis, the primary focus is on 
Financial Statement Analysis
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identifying the different sources of profits for an organization. Profitability analysis also 
involves the assessment and evaluation of the impacts of different profit drivers within an 
organization mainly operating margins and utilization of capital (Subramanyam and Wild, 
2009). Lastly, cash flow analysis involves identification and evaluation of sources of 
finance and the distribution of capital for current and future investments. Cash flow 
analysis helps to understand a future financial commitments of an organization 
(Subramanyam and Wild, 2009). 
2.2 LIQUIDITY RATIOS 
 Identifying and evaluating liquidity ratios is part of the risk analysis technique. As part of 
the financial analysis, an analyst is very much keen to understand the ability of an 
organization to meet its immediate short-term financial obligations. Liquidity ratios 
highlight the ease with which a company can clear its immediate short term debts by using 
cash and liquid assets. Liquidity ratios should always be greater than 1. A liquidity ratio 
greater than one signifies that a firm can completely cover its short term financial 
obligations. Higher the value of liquidity ratios, lesser is the risk factor of the company as 
the company is capable enough to cover its current liabilities. Liquidity ratios can be used to 
evaluate the financial health of the company (Readyratios.com, 2014). As part of research 
scope and data limitations which will be explained in the methodology section, liquidity 
ratios consists of mainly three financial ratios which are discussed below. 
2.2.1 CURRENT RATIO 
 One of the most widely used and well known liquidity ratio is the current ratio. Current 
ratio mainly looks at the relationship between the current assets and current liabilities. 
Current Ratio = Current Assets / Current Liabilities 
 Figure 4 on the next page helps us to clearly understand the components of current 
ratio.  
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Figure 4 : Components of Current Ratios 
 As explained in the book, "Corporate Finance" by Hillier et al., (2010), the basic 
components of current ratio namely - current assets and current liabilities are converted 
into cash within the next 12 months of the operations. Current ratio assesses the immediate 
short term liquidity of the company. A firm with high current ratio will always be in a 
position to cover its exposure to immediate short term debts and financial commitments. 
 There are some limitations of current ratio. So firms have a highly seasonal trading 
activities. For example, airline companies have a highly seasonal business activities. The 
earnings are highly seasonal as most of the consumers travel during holiday period like 
summer as compared to the rest of the year. Hence some businesses will have a very low 
current ratio for certain part of the year and high for other part of the year. Current ratios 
can be easily manipulated. Another limitation of current ratio is that it does not take into 
consideration the quality of the underlying current asset. It only takes into consideration 
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2.2.2 QUICK RATIO 
 Part of the liquidity ratio is the quick ratio. It is also known as Acid-Test ratio. Quick ratio 
looks at the relationship between current assets without considering the inventory and 
current liabilities of a company. 
Quick Ratio = (Current Assets - Inventory) / Current Liabilities 
 As explained by Hillier et al., (2010) in the book "Corporate Finance", inventory or the 
stock is the least liquid component of the current asset. Analysts cannot measure the exact 
realizable value of the raw materials which a company is holding as part of current assets. 
The reason for this has been explained in the limitation of current ratio. While calculating 
liquidity ratios, business analysts do not consider the quality aspect of the inventory, only 
the quantifiable aspect of stock is taken into consideration. During the actual production 
process, it may be observed that some part of the stock has been damaged, stored beyond 
its expiry date or lost in transaction. Another reason for overlooking inventory as part of 
current assets is improper estimation of sales by the company. It may happen that due to 
improper estimation of sales, a company may overstock or under stock its inventory. Wrong 
sales forecast may result in overproduction of finished goods thereby delaying its 
conversion into cash. A comparative large pile-up of inventory will cause trouble for a short 
term Hillier et al., (2010).   
2.2.3 CASH RATIO 
 As compared to current ratio and quick ratio, cash ratio is relatively not that important 
factor which carrying out liquidity ratio analysis. Cash ratio can be of use to only short term 
creditor Hillier et al., (2010).  Cash ratio can be found by considering the relation between 
cash and current liabilities of a company. 
Cash Ratio = (Cash and cash equivalent) / Current Liabilities 
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2.3 PROFITABILITY RATIOS 
 It is a important for any business analysts and financial manager to understand if the 
company is profitable or not. By assessing and evaluating the income statement of a 
company, we can find an answer to the above mentioned question. Profitability ratios can 
be used to identify and evaluate if the company is using its assets efficiently and check if the 
operations are at its optimum capacity Hillier et al., (2010).  Profitability ratios are always 
compare profit to percentage of firm's assets or turnover. Some of the profitability ratios 
below are explained in brief. 
2.3.1 OPERATING PROFIT MARGIN 
 Operating profit margin is the most commonly used profitability ratio. Operating profit 
margin compares profit before depreciation, interest and taxes as a percentage of sales of 
the firm under consideration. 
Operating Profit Margin = (Profit before depreciation, interest & taxes / Sales) X 100 
 By taking into consideration the cost of production of finished goods and services, 
operating profit margin helps to understand how much does the organization actually earns 
(Readyratios.com, 2014).  
 There are some limitations of operating profit margin as part of profitability ratio 
analysis. Operating profit margin does not take into consideration all the cost factors of a 
business. It takes into consideration only the cost of production of finished goods and 
services. Operating profit margin does not take into consideration cost associated to 
administration, business development etc.. Another limitation of operating profit margin is 
that an unskilled employee may take it as the final profit of the company. However it is not 
net profit. The profit figure considered while calculating operating profit margin is before 
depreciation, interests and taxation and not the net profit(Mulligan, 2014).            
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2.3.2 NET PROFIT MARGIN 
 The calculation of net profit margin is similar to operating profit margin, but the only 
difference is that net profit is compared as a percentage to total turnover of the company.  
Net Profit Margin = (Profit after depreciation, interest & taxes / Sales) X 100 
 Net profit margin can be used to assess the financial performance of the firm. Net profit 
margin helps to identify the residual value left with the company after deducting all the 
expenses and cost of productions. Net profit margin can be affected by increase in 
administration expenses and declining gross profits. 
2.3.3 RETURN ON ASSETS (ROA) 
 Return on assets compare the net profit of an organization as a percentage of its total 
assets. The total assets takes into consideration both fixed assets as well current assets of 
the organization.  
Return on Assets = (Profit after taxes / Total assets) X 100 
 Return on assets is one of the most widely used profitability ratios as it is used to 
calculate the profit made by an organization on every penny spent on its assets. Return on 
assets ratio signifies the capacity of the organization to make profits instead of using 
borrowed capital to increase the potential return from the investment (Investopedia, 2013). 
Return on assets can be used to assess and evaluate the operational efficiency  of an 
organization. 
2.3.4 RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED (ROCE) 
 Return on capital employed is a part of profitability ratio analysis which is used to 
measure the earnings a company makes with respect to the capital employed in the 
business. Return on capital employed demonstrates the profitability of a firm's investments 
(Readyratios.com, 2014). 
Return on Capital Employed = Profit before Interest and Tax / Capital Employed 
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Capital Employed = Total Assets - Current Liabilities 
 Capital employed is the summation of short term liabilities and shareholders' equity. 
Return on capital employed is an important profitability ratio. It focuses primarily on profits 
and is useful for formulating and implementing decisions for short term goals. Projects with 
high value of ROCE has a high degree of performance levels. 
 However there are certain limitations of ROCE. Firstly there is a high probability that 
project with low return on capital employed might be shelved or rejected. This can result in 
improper decision making on behalf of the management team. ROCE does not take into 
consideration the different risks associated with the project. Lastly, ROCE takes into 
consideration the profit on the project alone and does not consider the overall profitability 
of the company. 
2.4 PERFORMANCE RATIOS 
 Performance ratios are an important part of financial statement analysis. By taking out 
the performance ratios, business analysts can assess the efficiency and performance of the 
company. Performance ratios are largely considered during mergers and acquisitions. Some 
of the performance ratios are given below which will be explained in brief. 
2.4.1 ASSET TURNOVER RATE 
 Asset turnover rate is used to determine the efficiency with which a company can make 
use of its total assets for generating revenue for the company. 
Asset Turnover Rate = Sales / Total Assets  
Higher the asset turnover rate, higher is the performance of the company in generating 
maximum revenue per unit asset. Asset turnover rate changes from industry to industry. 
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2.4.2 NET WORKING CAPITAL TURNOVER RATE 
 Net working capital turnover rate is the ratio of sales to working capital 
Net Working Capital Turnover Rate = Sales / Working Capital  
Working Capital = Current Assets - Current Liabilities   
Working capital is used by the company to purchase stock and carry out day to day 
operations. So this working capital invested in inventory and manufacturing is then 
converted into revenue. Hence it is always important for a firm to maintain a high net 
working capital turnover rate as it signifies that a company is able to convert assets into 
revenue in a relatively short period of time. 
2.4.3 DEBT-EQUITY RATIO 
 As explained on the website Readyratios.com, (2012), debt-equity ratio demonstrates 
the proportion of debt financing and equity financing for purchasing a firm's assets. In 
simple terms, it is the relationship between debt and a firm's equity. A firm with high 
proportion of debt is said to have a greater financial leverage. 
Debt-Equity Ratio = Debt/Equity or Liabilities/Equity 
Debt-equity ratio is used to evaluate the financial performance of the company and is used 
to determine the capability of the firm to repay its financial liabilities. Typically the debt to 
equity ratio should be as low as possible. A firm with a high debt-equity ratio is considered 
to be financially unstable and is not able to attract future capital. A high value of debt-
equity ratio demonstrates that the firm is not able to generate more revenues and is unable 
to meets in current financial liabilities. The most optimal value of debt-equity ratio is 
considered to be 1. However this optimal value changes from industry to industry. Hence 
the acceptable value of debt-equity ratio is between 1.5-2.(Readyratios.com, 2012) 
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2.4.4 TOTAL OUTSTANDING LIABILITY/TANGIBLE NET WORTH RATIO 
 This is a unique ratio which can be found out as part of performance ratio analysis. The 
optimum value of the ratio of total outstanding liability to tangible net worth is 5:1. This 
ratio means that if a firm is investing a pound from its reserves in a upcoming project, it can 
borrow 5 pounds from the market to meet it financial needs. A firm should not have its TOL 
/ TNW ratio greater than 5. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 This section of methodology demonstrates the approach which we have used to 
quantify our research objectives. This section will help us understand the ways in which the 
financial data was collected so as to evaluate and assess the financial performance as part 
of our research scope. Assumptions and limitations have also been discussed in this section 
along with its implications on the analysis of the financial data. The results based in the 
Analysis section is based on the key learning's from the above Literature review section and 
also from the lecture notes taught during the MBA curriculum.  
3.1 DATA COLLECTION 
 The main scope of our research topic was to do a thorough financial analysis of Monarch 
Airlines Ltd. along with its competitor; Jet2.com. Different sources were used to collect 
relevant financial data to undertake the quantitative aspect of the research. The balance 
sheet and income statement from the year 2009 till 2013 for Monarch Airlines Ltd. and 
Jet2.com was accessed from Key Note (Maitland, 2014). The data was validated by cross 
checking with the relevant data available at Bloomberg terminals in the college campus. 
Websites and annual reports of Monarch Airlines Ltd. and Jet2.com were referred to 
understand the strategies and updates from senior management for current and future 
growth prospects. 
3.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 
 As part of the research to carryout financial analysis of Monarch Airlines Ltd. and 
Jet2.com, balance sheets and income statements were accessed from Key Note for the year 
2009 till 2013. As these financial statements were not detailed, the author tried to use the 
available relevant data and classroom teaching to make a detailed balance sheet, income 
statement and cash flow statement for both the companies as attached in appendix # . This 
data was then used to calculate various liquidity ratios, profitability ratios, performance 
ratios as part of financial analysis. Figure 5 shows the way in which different sources  were 
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used to get the financial data for finding out key financial ratios. All these ratios will be  
discussed in detail in the next Analysis section.  
 
Figure 5 : Financial Data Collection 
3.3 LIMITATIONS 
 The availability of a detailed balance sheet and income statements of the client would 
have helped the author to come up with a detailed financial statement analysis. With the 
lack of relevant and detailed financial data, necessary assumptions have been considered 
which may result in slight changes in the financial ratio figures. Also regular interaction with 
the finance team from the client's side would have provided additional valuable insights to 
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4. ANALYSIS 
 This section will discuss in detail the financial statement analysis of Monarch Airlines 
Ltd. as compared to Jet2.com; it competition in Low Cost Carrier industry in UK and 
European markets. Based on the analysis of key financial ratios of Monarch Airlines Ltd. and 
Jet2.com, we will then try to find the exact reason behind the changes in the financial ratios 
and its financial implications. 
4.1 BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS (ENVIRONMENT & COMPANY) 
 Before we start with a detailed analysis of the financial statements of Monarch Airlines 
Ltd. and Jet2.com, we first need to do a thorough business environment analysis. It is very 
important to identify different practical standards and their implications on the UK Low Cost 
Carrier industry. As part of business environment analysis, we will  carry out an 
environmental scanning of the UK Low Cost airline industry to find out the factors which 
directly o indirectly affects the overall industry. As the budget airline industry in UK and 
Europe is competitive, it is important  to do a PEST and Porter's Five Forces Analysis to 
understand the overall dynamics of airline industry.  
4.1.1 PEST ANALYSIS OF UK LOW COST AIRLINE INDUSTRY 
 
PEST analysis for Low Cost Airline / Tourism Industry in UK 
Political Economic 
 Terrorism or the war 
 TSA Passenger Tax 
 Airport Capacity 
 Separation of Scotland 
 Fuel / Oil prices  
 Climate Change Could Bring 
Tourists to UK 
 Exchange Rate 
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Socio-cultural Technological 
 International Population  
 Fraud – Travel agents 
 Responsible Tourism 
 Organizations Target At-Risk 
Travelers 
 Fast Changing technology 
 WEEE Directive 
 Dynamic Packaging 
Figure 6 : PEST analysis of Low Cost Airline industry in UK 
Summary: From the above PEST analysis, we observe that UK low cost airlines have good 
opportunity to expand in future due to the liberalization of the industry but at the same 
time due to various issues related to political, economic, socio-cultural and technological it 
has been quite difficult for the airlines to get into profit zone. Currently the airline market 
has reached a saturation state with oligopoly in low cost airlines with profit being achieved 
by big players in euro zone: Ryanair and EasyJet. Hence for Monarch to survive this industry 
it is advisable to follow the industry standards to innovate their process for better customer 
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4.1.2 PORTER'S FIVE FORCES ANALYSIS OF UK LOW COST AIRLINE INDUSTRY(ref) 
 
 
Figure 7 : Porter's five forces analysis of UK Low Cost Airline Industry 
 Summary: Porter's 5 forces analysis suggest that UK low cost airline industry is filled up 
with high number of players i.e. too much of competition with large market share 
controlled by two of the biggest players - Ryanair and EasyJet followed by other carriers. 
The Suppliers have advantage in terms of increase competition among the airlines as they 
bound to exploit the competitive advantage parameters for selling the aircrafts. If Monarch 
could not gain bigger market share by differentiating itself in its main business, the future of 
the firm is hard to predict to be positive in coming years. Please refer to APPENDIX XVI for a 
detailed Porter's five forces analysis. 
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4.1.3 SWOT ANALYSIS OF MONARCH AIRLINES 
 
SWOT analysis for Low Cost Airline / Tourism Industry in UK 
Strength Weakness 
 Brand Value and legacy – 
Capitalization with existing brand 
 Expertise and knowledge of the 
market 
 Good Customer service and 
offerings 
 Aircraft maintenance arm in-
house  
 Low aircraft Utilization as 
compared to industry standards – 
due to operations to overseas 
destination like Goa, Orlando etc.  
 Over reliance on declining 
European market 
 Resource stretched? ‘hectic 
expansion’ 
Opportunities Threats 
 Next generation of technologies 
 Fleet expansion 
 Partner agreement (alliance) with 
other budget airlines instead of 
direct investments 
 Market Growth – targeting other 
passengers apart from leisure 
travelers 
 Declining European economy 
 Threat of being commoditized 
 Intense rivalry amongst 
competitors 
 Full fledge carriers also launching 
LCC as their subsidiaries 
Figure 8 : SWOT analysis of Monarch Airlines Limited 
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Summary: SWOT analysis highlights that Monarch being one of the oldest airline company 
and still staying as a private carrier is really commendable. There has been issues with the 
airlines in terms of getting into profit zone since 2009. To capitalize and improve their 
financials it has become mandatory for Monarch Airlines to overcome the weakness and 
use the opportunities to expand their Market reach by following the big airlines like Ryanair 
or EasyJet Methodologies / case studies. As famously said by Sun Tzu in his book " Art of 
War", “if you cannot defeat your enemy make friendship with them”; that is what Monarch 
Airlines need to do i.e. form an alliance with other airlines to mitigate their losses and 
formulate & implement new sustainable strategy to increase the market growth. 
 
4.2 ANALYSIS OF LIQUIDITY RATIOS 
4.2.1 CURRENT RATIO 
 
 
Figure 9 : Comparison analysis of current ratio of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
 From the above graph of current ratio, we can see that the current ratio for Monarch 
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above 1.5 over the five years duration. This signifies that Monarch Airlines has enough 
current assets to cover any immediate short term financial commitments. There is a steep 
rise in the current ratio from year 2010 to 2011. This may be because of the cash injection 
by the owners, Mantegazza family into Monarch Airlines and the change in strategic focus 
of the whole firm to position them as a primary 'scheduled carrier' instead of charter 
services company (Ficenec, 2014). As a result there is a sudden rise in the current assets as 
compared to current liabilities of Monarch Airlines in 2011. Hence we see a sharp rise in 
current ratio of Monarch Airlines in 2011.  
4.2.2 QUICK RATIO 
 
Figure 10 : Comparison analysis of quick ratio of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
The above graph of quick ratio shows the comparative analysis of Monarch Airlines as 
compared to its competitor Jet2.com. For both the companies, even after taking out the 
inventory from the current assets, we observe that the quick ratio is well above the 
minimum value of 1. The reason for this rise in quick ratio for the year 2011 can be 
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4.2.3 CASH RATIO 
 
Figure 11 : Comparative analysis of cash ratio of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
From the above graph of cash ratio, we clearly notice that the cash ratio of Monarch Airlines 
Ltd. and Jet2.com is well below the minimum level of 1 for liquidity ratios. As compared to 
Jet2.com, the cash ratio of Monarch Airlines is alarmingly small. Within the five year period 
under consideration, Monarch Airlines was never in a position to have a cash ratio greater 
1. This means, Monarch Airlines and Jet2.com do not have enough cash reserves to cover 
their short term liabilities. As other liquidity ratios are well above the optimum level of 1, 
we can comment that Monarch Airlines should make arrangements that they convert their 
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4.3 ANALYSIS OF PROFITABILITY RATIOS 
4.3.1 OPERATIVE PROFIT MARGIN 
 
Figure 12 : Comparative analysis of operative profit margin of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
The above graph shows the comparative analysis of operative profit margins of Monarch 
Airlines and Jet2.com. We observe that the operating profit margins has been poor for 
Monarch Airlines. From the graph we see that the operating profit margins is almost zero 
(0.002). There may be several reasons for achieving low operating profit margins. One of 
the primary reason for achieving low operating profit margins is the rise in fuel prices due to 
tension in Middle-East region particularly in Egypt. Another reason for low profit margins 
was heavy taxation on the earnings by the UK government (Monarch, 2014). As fuel price 
constitute the core component of costing in budget airlines, any rise in fuel price will 
directly affect the bottom line of the company. Also as explained in the business 
environment analysis above, competition is stiff in the budget airline industry across UK and 
Europe. To stay ahead of competition, airline companies have to reduce their prices there 
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4.3.2 NET PROFIT MARGIN 
 
Figure 13 : Comparative analysis of net profit margin of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
 The net profit margin graph for Monarch Airlines, we observe that Monarch Airlines 
have been making losses beginning 2009 until 2012. In 2013, Monarch Airlines was able to 
make slight profit. Compared to Monarch Airlines, Jet2.com have been achieving positive 
net profit margins since 2009. If we compare the graphs of operating profit margin and net 
profit margin of Monarch Airlines, we observe that they were making somewhat profits 
before deducting depreciation, interests and taxes. After deducting these things from the 
earnings, we observe that the losses are phenomenal. The reasons explained in the analysis 
of operating profit margin holds true for net profit margin analysis. Another reason which 
might have impacted the net profit margin is the haphazard growth achieved by Monarch 
Airlines. Even after suffering losses, Monarch Airlines went ahead and increased the 
scheduled routes across Europe, and strategize a plan to replace their existing aircraft fleet 
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4.3.3 RETURN ON ASSET (ROA) 
 
Figure 14 : Comparative analysis of return on assets (ROA) of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
The return on asset graph is negative for Monarch Airlines from 2009 until 2012, but went 
positive for the year 2013. Comparatively, Jet2.com did pretty well in achieving overall 
positive return on assets during the same period. For the year 2011 and 2012, return on 
assets is -10% and -12% respectively due to investing in new aircrafts for replacing the old 
one's as well as setting up a base at East Midlands Airport in 2012. These activities resulted 
into heavy investment in assets. As compared to these investments, the earnings did not 
grow exponentially, thereby achieving negative return on assets for 2011 and 2012. Year 
2013, saw the arrival of two new aircrafts and increased scheduled routes across European 
region, thereby increasing the passenger carrying capacity of Monarch Airlines. Health 
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4.3.4 RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED (ROCE) 
 
Figure 15 : Comparative analysis of return on capital employed (ROCE) of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
The return on capital employed for Monarch Airlines is poor as compared to Jet2.com over 
the period 2009-2013. ROCE is negative for Monarch Airlines from 2009 which was 
observed to be -0.05 to year 2012 with ROCE at -0.16. In comparison, Jet2.com had a ROCE 
of 1.03 for 2009 and 0.12 for 2012. For the year 2013, both Monarch Airlines and Jet2.com 
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4.4 ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE RATIOS 
4.4.1 ASSET TURNOVER RATE 
 
Figure 16 : Comparative analysis of assets turnover rate of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
 From the above graph, we notice that the asset turnover rate for both Monarch Airlines 
and Jet2.com is healthy. If we specifically look at the graph trend of Monarch Airlines, we 
observe that there is a steady growth in asset turnover rate. We can comment that 
Monarch Airlines as achieving higher efficiency in utilizing their assets with each passing 
year. This has resulted in increase in sales for Monarch Airlines, thereby achieving higher 
asset turnover rate. 
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4.4.2 NET WORKING CAPITAL TURNOVER RATE 
 
Figure 17 : Comparative analysis of net working capital turnover rate of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
 The graph above shows the comparative analysis of net working capital turnover rate 
for Monarch Airlines and Jet2.com. From the graph we observe that in case of Monarch 
Airlines, the working capital turnover rate increases from 8.91% in 2009 to 10.65% in 2010. 
But there is a steep decline in working capital turnover rate for the year 2011 with 4.79%, 
due to decrease in sales and increase in current assets due to influx of capital by the owner 
as explained earlier. Since 2011, the net working capital turnover rate has increased to 
7.18% in 2012 with a slight dip in 2013 at 6.69%. An increase in net working capital 
turnover, signifies that Monarch Airlines is able to convert its current assets in earnings in a 
short period of time as compared to Jet2.com which is having a net working capital turnover 
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4.5 ANALYSIS OF DEBT-EQUITY RATIO 
 
Figure 18 : Comparative analysis of debt-equity ratio of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
The above graph represents the debt-equity ratio for Monarch Airlines and Jet2.com from a 
period of 2009 to 2013. From the graph we see that the debt-equity ratio is way to higher 
for Monarch Airlines as compared to Jet2.com. The debt-equity ratio for Jet2.com is well 
with the limit of 2:1. But in case of Monarch Airlines, the debt-equity ratio is 4.04 in 2009 
and is more or less stable until 2011 with 3.90. But this ratio increases exponentially to 8.42 
and settles to 6.33 for 2013. The reason for this steep increase in debt-equity ratio in 2012 
may be because  of the huge debt taken by Monarch Airlines to finance its growth strategies 
for increasing its scheduled flight routes and purchasing of new aircrafts. This high debt in-
turn has resulted in heavy interest expense. During the same period, as Monarch Airlines is 
experiencing negative profit margins, it does not have internal cash reserves to fund its 
expansion plans. Also Monarch Airlines may be utilizing some of this debt to fund its current 
operations due to the volatility of fuel prices and high taxations. 
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4.6 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL OUTSTANDING LIABILITY/  
TANGIBLE NET WORTH RATIO 
 
Figure 19 : Comparative analysis of TOL/TNW ratio of Monarch Airlines Ltd. & Jet2.com 
From the above graph of total outstanding liability to tangible net worth, we observe that 
Monarch Airlines is borrowing too much of capital as compared to Jet2.com. The borrowing 
of Jet2.com is more or less around the limit. As per the theory, TOL:TNW should be not 
more than 5:1. This means that Monarch Airlines is borrowing much more than it can 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 From the above analysis, we can conclude that Monarch Airlines is in a very competitive 
industry. The Low Cost Carrier industry in UK and Europe somewhat saturated and is 
dominated by few key players like Ryanair and EasyJet. Hence it is becoming increasingly 
tough for companies like Monarch Airlines, Jet2.com etc. to survive in this competitive 
environment and cater to a larger market share. The profit margins in the airline industry is 
very low due to intense competition amongst industry players to cater to a saturated UK 
and European market. Since airline industry is a capital intensive industry, it becomes 
difficult for industry players to reduces their cost further in comparison to Ryanair or 
EasyJet. These industry heavy weights have achieved economies of scale and are hence 
always engaging in price wars. 
 Various environmental factors both internal and external play a key role in determining 
the success of the Monarch Airlines. One of the most important factor which affects the 
overall airline industry in general is the aviation fuel prices. Fuel price is the major 
component of costing for airline industry and specifically for budget carriers. Due to tense 
political situation in the Middle East, the fuel prices experiences a lot of volatility. Another 
major factor which has affected Monarch Airlines is the tough laws and regulations by UK 
government. While analyzing the operating profit margins and net profit margins, we 
observed that Monarch Airlines was making profits before the deduction of depreciation, 
interests and taxes. Once these taxes and interests were deducted, we observed that 
Monarch Airlines was suffering heavy losses.  
 Also many internal factors are also affecting the functioning and performance of 
Monarch Airlines. We observed that the overall efficiency across the company in different 
domains is very poor. This has resulted in wastage of resources. Another internal problem 
which is affecting Monarch Airlines is the lack of clarity in positioning of the company. 
Monarch Airlines started their operations a charter services and then forayed into 
scheduled leisure services. But this transition message has not reached not customers and 
as a result they are not aware of the services offered by Monarch Airlines thereby losing 
customer base. Monarch Airlines is not utilizing there capital sensibly. They are borrowing 
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debt from the market more than their capacity to finance their future expansion plans. As a 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 There are many ways in which Monarch Airways can pull themselves out of this dire 
position. First and foremost Monarch Airlines should protect it's bottom-line. They should 
not engage in price wars with the industry heavy weights as they cannot achieve economies 
of scale in the short future. 
 Monarch Airlines should discontinue their charter services as majority of their 
operations involve scheduled flight services to holiday destinations. So instead of allocating 
aircrafts for charter services, Monarch Airways can use them in their current scheduled 
flight operations. This can not only help them increase their frequency to key holiday 
destinations, but it also give customers enough choice while selecting a flight. By 
discontinuing charter services, Monarch Airlines can reduce their aircraft turnaround time, 
thereby increasing their operational efficiency. 
 Monarch Airlines should come up with unique marketing campaigns to catch the 
attention of the customers. They should conduct surveys and research to understand the 
requirements of the prospective customers. By doing so, Monarch Airlines can stay ahead of 
its competition by formulating and implementing business strategies to cater to the 
demands of the customers. 
 Monarch Airlines should consider raising capital from the market. The owners of 
Monarch Airlines should consider taking his company public. This will help Monarch Airlines 
to get large capital influx at a cheaper interest rate as compared to debt. 
 Lastly, senior management of Monarch Airlines should formulate and implement 
strategies to increase the performance and efficiency of the staff and the aircrafts. They 
should assess and evaluate the current situation in order come up with sustainable growth 
strategies to stay ahead of its competition. 
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APPENDIX I - Profit and Loss Statement of Monarch Airlines as accessed 













Registration Number 907593 907593 907593 907593 907593
Company Name Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited
Date of Accounts 31/10/2013 31/10/2012 31/10/2011 31/10/2010 31/10/2009
Consolidated Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Subsidiary Yes No No No No
No. Of Weeks 52 52 52 52 52
Currency GBP 000'S GBP 000'S GBP 000'S GBP 000'S GBP 000'S
Audit qualification Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report
Turnover 767,482 673,715 608,486 614,664 652,763
Cost of Sales 710,009 664,949 617,993 570,731 641,753
Gross Profit 57,473 8,766 (9,507) 43,933 11,010
Operating Profit 5,582 (39,686) (29,015) (1,521) (16,573)
Non-Trading Income 7,570 647 (7,219) 192 1,047
Interest Payable 4,455 4,529 4,715 4,289 3,681
Pre-tax Profit 8,697 (43,568) (40,949) (5,618) (19,207)
Taxation 1,805 (10,325) (23,026) (1,853) (5,323)
Profit After Tax 6,892 (33,243) (17,923) (3,765) (13,884)
Dividends 0 0 0 0 2,500
Retained Profit 6,892 (33,243) (17,923) (3,765) (16,384)
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Registration Number 907593 907593 907593 907593 907593
Company Name Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited Monarch Airlines Limited
Date of Accounts 31/10/2013 31/10/2012 31/10/2011 31/10/2010 31/10/2009
Consolidated Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Subsidiary Yes No No No No
Currency GBP 000's GBP 000's GBP 000's GBP 000's GBP 000's
No. of Weeks 52 52 52 52 52
Audit qualification Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report
Tangible fixed assets 93,200 137,039 159,277 233,746 249,919
Intermediate assets 27,990 23,932 9,775 10,639 11,452
Intangible assets 0 0 0 0 0
Total fixed assets 121,190 160,971 169,052 244,385 261,371
Stocks 465 386 512 9,266 11,395
Trade debtors 17,034 12,131 34,890 26,854 38,524
Cash 15,539 33,024 28,317 16,776 9,972
Misc. current assets 204,344 169,899 165,514 110,476 116,925
Total current assets 237,382 215,440 229,233 163,372 176,816
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year 122,674 121,588 102,128 105,664 103,589
Net current assets 114,708 93,852 127,105 57,708 73,227
Capital Employed 235,898 254,823 296,157 302,093 334,598
Total long term liabilities 203,708 227,784 235,706 239,633 268,144
Total liabilities 326,382 349,372 337,834 345,297 371,733
Net Worth 32,190 27,039 60,451 62,460 66,454
Share capital 20,100 20,100 20,100 100 100
P&L account reserve 12,090 6,939 40,351 62,360 66,354
Other reserve 0 0 0 0 0
Shareholders' funds 32,190 27,039 60,451 62,460 66,454
Working capital 114,708 93,852 127,105 57,708 73,227
Net worth (Less intangibles) 32,190 27,039 60,451 62,460 66,454
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APPENDIX III - Profit and Loss Statement of Jet2.com as accessed from 











Registration Number 2739537 2739537 2739537 2739537 2739537
Company Name Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited
Date of Accounts 31/03/2013 31/03/2012 31/03/2011 31/03/2010 31/03/2009
Consolidated No No No No No
Subsidiary Yes No No No No
No. Of Weeks 52 52 52 52 52
Currency GBP 000'S GBP 000'S GBP 000'S GBP 000'S GBP 000'S
Audit qualification Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report
Turnover 556,156 461,343 369,502 296,213 316,997
Cost of Sales - - - - -
Gross Profit - - - - -
Operating Profit 20,751 11,971 16,807 6,652 28,285
Non-Trading Income 1,450 571 295 133 1,997
Interest Payable 0 0 0 0 0
Pre-tax Profit 22,201 12,542 17,102 6,785 30,282
Taxation 5,530 3,284 5,008 2,115 10,933
Profit After Tax 16,671 9,258 12,094 4,670 19,349
Dividends 10,000 0 0 0 0
Retained Profit 6,671 9,258 12,094 4,670 19,349
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Registration Number 2739537 2739537 2739537 2739537 2739537
Company Name Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited Jet2.Com Limited
Date of Accounts 31/03/2013 31/03/2012 31/03/2011 31/03/2010 31/03/2009
Consolidated No No No No No
Subsidiary Yes No No No No
Currency GBP 000's GBP 000's GBP 000's GBP 000's GBP 000's
No. of Weeks 52 52 52 52 52
Audit qualification Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report Clean Report
Tangible fixed assets 8,273 7,945 7,317 5,764 6,893
Intermediate assets 0 0 0 0 0
Intangible assets 0 0 0 0 0
Total fixed assets 8,273 7,945 7,317 5,764 6,893
Stocks 13,392 8,913 7,972 8,042 8,521
Trade debtors 8,025 17,419 11,333 14,212 11,016
Cash 221,275 161,318 137,744 78,365 68,770
Misc. current assets 228,792 170,423 127,959 118,766 90,400
Total current assets 471,484 358,073 285,008 219,385 178,707
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year 358,371 265,991 213,900 159,501 158,122
Net current assets 113,113 92,082 71,108 59,884 20,585
Capital Employed 121,386 100,027 78,425 65,648 27,478
Total long term liabilities 60,256 45,768 33,624 33,261 0
Total liabilities 418,627 311,759 247,524 192,762 158,122
Net Worth 61,130 54,259 44,801 32,387 27,478
Share capital 250 250 250 250 250
P&L account reserve 60,880 54,009 44,551 32,137 27,228
Other reserve 0 0 0 0 0
Shareholders' funds 61,130 54,259 44,801 32,387 27,478
Working capital 113,113 92,082 71,108 59,884 20,585
Net worth (Less intangibles) 61,130 54,259 44,801 32,387 27,478
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APPENDIX V -  Calculation of Operating Statement for Monarch Airlines 
 
        (Amount - GBP in 000's)
M/s MONARCH AIRLINES LIMITED
2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
 1. Gross Sales:
 i) Domestic Sales 648442.00 610737.00 604272.00 671178.00 764943.00
ii) Labour charges 4321.00 3927.00 4214.00 2537.00 2539.00
Total 652763.00 614664.00 608486.00 673715.00 767482.00
 2. Less:Excise Duty 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 3. Net Sales (1-2) 652763.00 614664.00 608486.00 673715.00 767482.00
 4. % age rise(+) or fall (-) in
net sales as compared to previous
year #REF! -6% -1% 11% 14%
 5. Cost of Sales
  i) Raw Materials
(including stores and other
 items used in the process of
 manufacture)
   (a)Imported 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
   (b)Indigenous 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Conversion & M/c charges 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 ii) Other spares
(a) Indigenous 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii) Power and Fuel 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 iv) Direct labour 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(Factory Wages and
 Salaries)
  v) Other Direct operating
expenses 604939.00 531654.00 571474.00 624087.00 665444.00
 vi) Depreciation 36814.00 39077.00 46519.00 40862.00 44565.00
vii) SUB-TOTAL (i to vi) 641753.00 570731.00 617993.00 664949.00 710009.00
viii) Add:Opening stocks-
in-process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 641753.00 570731.00 617993.00 664949.00 710009.00
 ix) Deduct:Closing stock-
in-process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  x) Cost of production 641753.00 570731.00 617993.00 664949.00 710009.00
       OPERATING STATEMENT
Actuals as per audited Balance Sheets
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2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
 xi) Add:Opening stock
of finished goods 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 Sub-Total 641753.00 570731.00 617993.00 664949.00 710009.00
xii) Deduct: Closing stock
of finished goods 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
xiii) SUB-TOTAL (Total cost
of sales) 641753.00 570731.00 617993.00 664949.00 710009.00
 6. Selling,general and
administrative exps. 27583.00 45454.00 19508.00 48452.00 51891.00
 7. SUB-TOTAL (5+6) 669336.00 616185.00 637501.00 713401.00 761900.00
 8. Operating profit
before interest (3-7) -16573.00 -1521.00 -29015.00 -39686.00 5582.00
 9. Interest 3681.00 4289.00 4715.00 4529.00 4455.00
10. Operating profit
after interest (8-9) -20254.00 -5810.00 -33730.00 -44215.00 1127.00
11.   i) Add other non-operating
income
(a) Earlier Year's Rate Settlement 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7570.00
(b) Other Income 1047.00 192.00 -7219.00 647.00
Sub-total (income) 1047.00 192.00 -7219.00 647.00 7570.00




Sub-total (expenses) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii) Net of other non-operating
income/expenses (net of 11
(i) and 11(ii) 1047.00 192.00 -7219.00 647.00 7570.00
12. Profit before tax/loss
(10+11(iii)) -19207.00 -5618.00 -40949.00 -43568.00 8697.00
13. Provision for taxes -5323.00 -1853.00 -23026.00 -10325.00 1805.00
14. Net profit/loss (12-13) -13884.00 -3765.00 -17923.00 -33243.00 6892.00
15. (a)Equity dividend + Dividend Tax 2,500.00   -            -            -            0.00
(b)Dividend Rate
16. Retained profit (14-15) -16384.00 -3765.00 -17923.00 -33243.00 6892.00
17. Retained profit/
Net profit (%age) 118% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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APPENDIX VI -  Analysis of Balance Sheet of Monarch Airlines Ltd. 
 
        (Amount - GBP in 000's)
M/s MONARCH AIRLINES LIMITED
2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
01. Short-Term borrowings from banks
(including bill purchased, dis-
  counted and excess borrowings 
  placed on repayment basis)
   i) Bank 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  ii) Other Short Term Finance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 iii) (of which BP and BD)
Sub Total (A) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
02. Short Term borrowings
from others
03. Sundry creditors (Trade) 27649.00 17202.00 17795.00 22305.00 27281.00
04. Advance payments from customers/
deposits from dealers. -            -            -            -            -            
05. Prov. for tax (Net of Tax paid) -            -            -            -            -            
06. Dividend Payable -            -            -            -            -            
07. Other statutory liabilities -            -            -            -            -            
(due within one year)S tax -            -            -            -            
08. Deposits/Instalments of term -            -            -            -            -            
loans/DPGs/debentures, etc -            -            -            -            -            
(due within one year)          -            -            -            -            -            
09. Other current liabilities and 67132.00 84108.00 81227.00 94774.00 87333.00
provisions (due within one yr) 8,808.00   4,354.00   3,106.00   4,509.00   8,060.00   
Sub-Total (B) 103589.00 105664.00 102128.00 121588.00 122674.00
10. TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
(Total of 1 to 9) 103589.00 105664.00 102128.00 121588.00 122674.00
11. Debentures (not maturing 
 within one year)
12. Preference Shares
(Redeemable after one year)
13. a. Term loans (excluding in- -            -            -            -            -            
stalments payable within -            -            -            -            -            
one year)      -            -            -            -            -            
 Long Term Loan Finance 82142.00 57919.00 15881.00 -            -            
b. Vehicle Loans -            -            -            -            -            





 after one year) 186002.00 181714.00 219825.00 227784.00 203708.00
16. Other Term Liabilities -            -            -            -            -            
    ANALYSIS OF BALANCE SHEET
Actuals as per audited Balance Sheets
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2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
17. TOTAL TERM LIABILITIES 268144.00 239633.00 235706.00 227784.00 203708.00
(Total of 11 to 16)
18. TOTAL OUTSIDE LIABILITIES (10 +17) 371733.00 345297.00 337834.00 349372.00 326382.00
NET WORTH
19. Ordinary Share Capital 100.00 100.00 20100.00 20100.00 20100.00
20. Share Application Money Recd 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
21. Revaluation Reserve
22. Other Reserves
Investment All. Reserve -            -            -            -            -            
Subsidy -            -            -            -            -            
(excluding provisions)
23. Surplus (+) or deficit (-) in Profit 66354.00 62360.00 40351.00 6939.00 12090.00
and Loss Account
24. NET WORTH 66454.00 62460.00 60451.00 27039.00 32190.00
25. TOTAL LIABILITIES            (18+24) 438187.00 407757.00 398285.00 376411.00 358572.00
CURRENT ASSETS:
26. Cash and Bank Balances 9972.00 16776.00 28317.00 33024.00 15539.00
27. Investments (other than
long term investments)
  i) Government and other
Trustee securities
 ii) Fixed deposit with bank
28.   i) Receivables other than
deferred and exports (inclu-
ding bills purchased and
discounted by banks) 38524.00 26854.00 34890.00 12131.00 17034.00
 ii) Export receivables
(including bills purchased/
 discounted by banks)
29. Instalments of deferred 
receivables (due within one year)
30. Inventory:
  i) Raw materials
(including stores and other
 items used in the process of 
 manufacture)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 ii) Stock-in-process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii) Finished Goods 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 iv) Other consumable spares
  (a)Imported
  (b)Indigenous 11395.00 9266.00 512.00 386.00 465.00
31. Advances to suppliers of raw
materials and stores/spares 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32. Advance payment of taxes (NET) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(a)Imported
(b)Indigenous
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2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
33. Other current assets 116925.00 110476.00 165514.00 169899.00 204344.00
34. TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 176816.00 163372.00 229233.00 215440.00 237382.00
(Total of 26 to 33)
35. Gross Block (land and building
machinery, Work-in-progress) 298185.00 320276.00 291462.00 324243.00 329027.00
36. Depreciation to date 36814.00 75891.00 122410.00 163272.00 207837.00
37. NET BLOCK (35-36) 261371.00 244385.00 169052.00 160971.00 121190.00
OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS:
38. Investments/book/debts/advances/
deposits which are not Current
Assets
  i) (a)Investments in subsidiary
   companies/affiliates
(b)Others(Deposits) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 ii) Advances to suppliers of
capital goods and contractors.
iii) Deferred receivables (maturity
exceeding one year)  -            -            -            -            -            
 iv) Others(Debtors above 6 mnths) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
39. Non-consumable stores and spares
40. Other non-current assets inclu-
ding dues from directors
41. TOTAL OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(Total of 38 to 40)
42. Intangible assets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(patents, goodwill, prelim,
 expenses,bad/doubtful debts 
 not provided for, etc.)
43. TOTAL ASSETS 438187.00 407757.00 398285.00 376411.00 358572.00
Total of 34, 37, 41 and 42)
44. TANGIBLE NET WORTH 66454.00 62460.00 60451.00 27039.00 32190.00
(24-42)
45. NET WORKING CAPITAL
(17+24)-(37+41+42) 73227.00 57708.00 127105.00 93852.00 114708.00
To tally with (34-10) 73227.00 57708.00 127105.00 93852.00 114708.00
46. Current Ratio
(Items 34 /10) 1.71 1.55 2.24 1.77 1.94
47. Total Outside Liabilities/
Tangible Net Worth(18/44) 5.59 5.53 5.59 12.92 10.14
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APPENDIX VII -  Cash Flow Statement of Monarch Airlines Ltd. 
 
 
M/s MONARCH AIRLINES LIMITED         (Amount - GBP in 000's)
2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16
(1) (2) (3) (4)
 1. SOURCES:
  a)Net Profit (after tax) -3765.00 -17923.00 -33243.00 6892.00
  b)Depreciation 39077.00 46519.00 40862.00 44565.00
Tr from Reserve 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  c) Increase in Capital 0.00 20000.00 0.00 0.00
  d)Increase in     
Long Term Loan 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Increase in Other Short Term Finance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Increase in Other Long Term Finance 0.00 38111.00 7959.00 0.00
  e)Decrease in  i)Fixed Assets
ii)Other non-current assets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  f) Others(Preliminary Exp) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Share Premium 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Def.Tax Liability 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  g)TOTAL 35312.00 86707.00 15578.00 51457.00
 2. USES:
  a)Decrease in unsecured loan
  b)Decrease in     0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Long Term Loan 24223.00 42038.00 15881.00 0.00
Decrease in Short Term Finance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Decrease in Long Term Finance 4288.00 0.00 0.00 24076.00
  c) Increase in:
 i)Fixed Assets 22091.00 -28814.00 32781.00 4784.00
ii)Other non-current assets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii)Pre. & pre-op expenses
  d)Dividend & Div Tax 229.00 4086.00 169.00 1741.00
  f) TOTAL 50831.00 17310.00 48831.00 30601.00
 3. Long Term Surplus (+)/Deficit(-) (1-2) -15519.00 69397.00 -33253.00 20856.00
 4. Increase/decrease in current assets -13444.00 65861.00 -13793.00 21942.00
(as per details given below)
 5. Increase/decrease in current liabili- 2075.00 -3536.00 19460.00 1086.00
ties (other than Bank Borrowings)
 6. Increase/decrease in working capital gap -15519.00 69397.00 -33253.00 20856.00
 7. Net surplus (+)/deficit (-) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(Differene of 3 & 6)
 8. Increase/decrease in Bank Borrowings 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Increase /Decrease in Net Sales -38099.00 -6178.00 65229.00 93767.00
Actuals as per audited Balance Sheet
FUNDS FLOW STATEMENT
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APPENDIX VIII -  Liquidity Ratios for Monarch Airlines Ltd. 
 






2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.71 1.55 2.24 1.77 1.94
176816.00 163372.00 229233.00 215440.00 237382.00
103589.00 105664.00 102128.00 121588.00 122674.00
1.60 1.46 2.24 1.77 1.93
176816.00 163372.00 229233.00 215440.00 237382.00
11395.00 9266.00 512.00 386.00 465.00
103589.00 105664.00 102128.00 121588.00 122674.00
0.10 0.16 0.28 0.27 0.13
9972.00 16776.00 28317.00 33024.00 15539.00
103589.00 105664.00 102128.00 121588.00 122674.00











2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
3.26% 6.14% 1.69% 0.27% 7.52%
21288.00 37748.00 10285.00 1823.00 57717.00
652763.00 614664.00 608486.00 673715.00 767482.00
-2.13% -0.61% -2.95% -4.93% 0.90%
-13884.00 -3765.00 -17923.00 -33243.00 6892.00
652763.00 614664.00 608486.00 673715.00 767482.00
-0.04 -0.01 -0.10 -0.12 0.02
-19207.00 -5618.00 -40949.00 -43568.00 8697.00
438187.00 407757.00 398285.00 376411.00 358572.00
-0.05 -0.01 -0.10 -0.16 0.02
-16573.00 -1521.00 -29015.00 -39686.00 5582.00
334598.00 302093.00 296157.00 254823.00 235898.00
Profitability Ratio
Operative profit margin
Profit before Depn,Int & Tax(PBDIT)
Sales
Net profit margin
Net profit after tax
Sales
 Return on Capital Employed(ROCE)
Total Capital Employed
 Return on assets (ROA)
Net profit after interest
Total assets (FA+ CA)
PBT+Interest less Non Operating Income
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.49 1.51 1.53 1.79 2.14
652763.00 614664.00 608486.00 673715.00 767482.00
438187.00 407757.00 398285.00 376411.00 358572.00
8.91 10.65 4.79 7.18 6.69
652763.00 614664.00 608486.00 673715.00 767482.00
176816.00 163372.00 229233.00 215440.00 237382.00






Net Working Capital turnover rate
Sales
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
4.04 3.84 3.90 8.42 6.33
268144.00 239633.00 235706.00 227784.00 203708.00
66454.00 62460.00 60451.00 27039.00 32190.00
5.59 5.53 5.59 12.92 10.14
371733.00 345297.00 337834.00 349372.00 326382.00




TOL to TNW ratio
Total Outside Liability Ratio
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APPENDIX XI -  Calculation of Operating Statement for Jet2.com 
 
        (Amount - GBP in 000's)
M/s JET2.COM LIMITED
2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
 1. Gross Sales:
 i) Domestic Sales 309991.00 296213.00 369502.00 461343.00 556156.00
ii) Labour charges 7006.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 316997.00 296213.00 369502.00 461343.00 556156.00
 2. Less:Excise Duty 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 3. Net Sales (1-2) 316997.00 296213.00 369502.00 461343.00 556156.00
 4. % age rise(+) or fall (-) in
net sales as compared to previous
year #REF! -7% 25% 25% 21%
 5. Cost of Sales
  i) Raw Materials
(including stores and other
 items used in the process of
 manufacture)
   (a)Imported 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
   (b)Indigenous 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Conversion & M/c charges 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 ii) Other spares
(a) Indigenous 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii) Power and Fuel 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 iv) Direct labour 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(Factory Wages and
 Salaries)
  v) Other Direct operating
expenses 243597.00 244749.00 299447.00 383650.00 455715.00
 vi) Depreciation 2190.00 1879.00 1778.00 2103.00 2491.00
vii) SUB-TOTAL (i to vi) 245787.00 246628.00 301225.00 385753.00 458206.00
viii) Add:Opening stocks-
in-process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 245787.00 246628.00 301225.00 385753.00 458206.00
 ix) Deduct:Closing stock-
in-process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  x) Cost of production 245787.00 246628.00 301225.00 385753.00 458206.00
       OPERATING STATEMENT
Actuals as per audited Balance Sheets
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2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
 xi) Add:Opening stock
of finished goods 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 Sub-Total 245787.00 246628.00 301225.00 385753.00 458206.00
xii) Deduct: Closing stock
of finished goods 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
xiii) SUB-TOTAL (Total cost
of sales) 245787.00 246628.00 301225.00 385753.00 458206.00
 6. Selling,general and
administrative exps. 42925.00 42933.00 51470.00 63619.00 77199.00
 7. SUB-TOTAL (5+6) 288712.00 289561.00 352695.00 449372.00 535405.00
 8. Operating profit
before interest (3-7) 28285.00 6652.00 16807.00 11971.00 20751.00
 9. Interest 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10. Operating profit
after interest (8-9) 28285.00 6652.00 16807.00 11971.00 20751.00
11.   i) Add other non-operating
income
(a) Earlier Year's Rate Settlement 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1450.00
(b) Other Income 1997.00 133.00 295.00 571.00
Sub-total (income) 1997.00 133.00 295.00 571.00 1450.00




Sub-total (expenses) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii) Net of other non-operating
income/expenses (net of 11
(i) and 11(ii) 1997.00 133.00 295.00 571.00 1450.00
12. Profit before tax/loss
(10+11(iii)) 30282.00 6785.00 17102.00 12542.00 22201.00
13. Provision for taxes 10933.00 2115.00 5008.00 3284.00 5530.00
14. Net profit/loss (12-13) 19349.00 4670.00 12094.00 9258.00 16671.00
15. (a)Equity dividend + Dividend Tax -            -            -            -            10000.00
(b)Dividend Rate
16. Retained profit (14-15) 19349.00 4670.00 12094.00 9258.00 6671.00
17. Retained profit/
Net profit (%age) 100% 100% 100% 100% 40%
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APPENDIX XII -  Analysis of Balance Sheet of Jet2.com 
 
 
        (Amount - GBP in 000's)
M/s JET2.COM LIMITED
2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
01. Short-Term borrowings from banks
(including bill purchased, dis-
  counted and excess borrowings 
  placed on repayment basis)
   i) Bank 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  ii) Other Short Term Finance 0.00 0.00 3.00 11696.00 15065.00
 iii) (of which BP and BD)
Sub Total (A) 0.00 0.00 3.00 11696.00 15065.00
02. Short Term borrowings
from others
03. Sundry creditors (Trade) 8051.00 10881.00 10267.00 5205.00 8194.00
04. Advance payments from customers/
deposits from dealers. -            -            -            -            -            
05. Prov. for tax (Net of Tax paid) -            -            -            -            -            
06. Dividend Payable -            -            -            -            -            
07. Other statutory liabilities -            -            -            -            -            
(due within one year)S tax -            -            -            -            
08. Deposits/Instalments of term -            -            -            -            -            
loans/DPGs/debentures, etc -            -            -            -            -            
(due within one year)          -            -            -            -            -            
09. Other current liabilities and 150071.00 148620.00 203630.00 249090.00 335112.00
provisions (due within one yr) -            -            -            -            -            
Sub-Total (B) 158122.00 159501.00 213897.00 254295.00 343306.00
10. TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
(Total of 1 to 9) 158122.00 159501.00 213900.00 265991.00 358371.00
11. Debentures (not maturing 
 within one year)
12. Preference Shares
(Redeemable after one year)
13. a. Term loans (excluding in- -            -            -            -            -            
stalments payable within -            -            -            -            -            
one year)      -            -            -            -            -            
 Long Term Loan Finance -            -            -            463.00      313.00      
b. Vehicle Loans -            -            -            -            -            





 after one year) -            33261.00 33624.00 45305.00 59943.00
16. Other Term Liabilities -            -            -            -            -            
    ANALYSIS OF BALANCE SHEET
Actuals as per audited Balance Sheets
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2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
17. TOTAL TERM LIABILITIES 0.00 33261.00 33624.00 45768.00 60256.00
(Total of 11 to 16)
18. TOTAL OUTSIDE LIABILITIES (10 +17) 158122.00 192762.00 247524.00 311759.00 418627.00
NET WORTH
19. Ordinary Share Capital 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00
20. Share Application Money Recd 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
21. Revaluation Reserve
22. Other Reserves
Investment All. Reserve -            -            -            -            -            
Subsidy -            -            -            -            -            
(excluding provisions)
23. Surplus (+) or deficit (-) in Profit 27228.00 32137.00 44551.00 54009.00 60880.00
and Loss Account
24. NET WORTH 27478.00 32387.00 44801.00 54259.00 61130.00
25. TOTAL LIABILITIES            (18+24) 185600.00 225149.00 292325.00 366018.00 479757.00
CURRENT ASSETS:
26. Cash and Bank Balances 68770.00 78365.00 137744.00 161318.00 221275.00
27. Investments (other than
long term investments)
  i) Government and other
Trustee securities
 ii) Fixed deposit with bank
28.   i) Receivables other than
deferred and exports (inclu-
ding bills purchased and
discounted by banks) 11016.00 14212.00 11333.00 17419.00 8025.00
 ii) Export receivables
(including bills purchased/
 discounted by banks)
29. Instalments of deferred 
receivables (due within one year)
30. Inventory:
  i) Raw materials
(including stores and other
 items used in the process of 
 manufacture)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 ii) Stock-in-process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii) Finished Goods 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 iv) Other consumable spares
  (a)Imported
  (b)Indigenous 8521.00 8042.00 7972.00 8913.00 13392.00
31. Advances to suppliers of raw
materials and stores/spares 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
32. Advance payment of taxes (NET) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(a)Imported
(b)Indigenous
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2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
33. Other current assets 90400.00 118766.00 127959.00 170423.00 228792.00
34. TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 178707.00 219385.00 285008.00 358073.00 471484.00
(Total of 26 to 33)
35. Gross Block (land and building
machinery, Work-in-progress) 9083.00 9833.00 13164.00 15895.00 18714.00
36. Depreciation to date 2190.00 4069.00 5847.00 7950.00 10441.00
37. NET BLOCK (35-36) 6893.00 5764.00 7317.00 7945.00 8273.00
OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS:
38. Investments/book/debts/advances/
deposits which are not Current
Assets
  i) (a)Investments in subsidiary
   companies/affiliates
(b)Others(Deposits) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
 ii) Advances to suppliers of
capital goods and contractors.
iii) Deferred receivables (maturity
exceeding one year)  -            -            -            -            -            
 iv) Others(Debtors above 6 mnths) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
39. Non-consumable stores and spares
40. Other non-current assets inclu-
ding dues from directors
41. TOTAL OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(Total of 38 to 40)
42. Intangible assets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(patents, goodwill, prelim,
 expenses,bad/doubtful debts 
 not provided for, etc.)
43. TOTAL ASSETS 185600.00 225149.00 292325.00 366018.00 479757.00
Total of 34, 37, 41 and 42)
44. TANGIBLE NET WORTH 27478.00 32387.00 44801.00 54259.00 61130.00
(24-42)
45. NET WORKING CAPITAL
(17+24)-(37+41+42) 20585.00 59884.00 71108.00 92082.00 113113.00
To tally with (34-10) 20585.00 59884.00 71108.00 92082.00 113113.00
46. Current Ratio
(Items 34 /10) 1.13 1.38 1.33 1.35 1.32
47. Total Outside Liabilities/
Tangible Net Worth(18/44) 5.75 5.95 5.52 5.75 6.85
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APPENDIX XIII -  Cash Flow Statement of Jet2.com 
 
M/s JET2.COM LIMITED         (Amount - GBP in 000's)




(1) (2) (3) (4)
 1. SOURCES:
  a) Net Profit (after tax) 4670.00 12094.00 9258.00 16671.00
  b) Depreciation 1879.00 1778.00 2103.00 2491.00
Tr from Reserve 239.00 320.00 200.00 200.00
  c) Increase in Capital 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  d) Increase in     
Long Term Loan 0.00 0.00 463.00 0.00
Increase in Other Short Term Finance 0.00 3.00 11693.00 3369.00
Increase in Other Long Term Finance 33261.00 363.00 11681.00 14638.00
  e) Decrease in  i)Fixed Assets
ii)Other non-current assets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  f) Others(Preliminary Exp) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Share Premium 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Def.Tax Liability 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  g) TOTAL 40049.00 14558.00 35398.00 37369.00
 2. USES:
  a) Decrease in unsecured loan
  b) Decrease in     0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Long Term Loan 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00
Decrease in Short Term Finance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Decrease in Long Term Finance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
  c) Increase in:
 i)Fixed Assets 750.00 3331.00 2731.00 2819.00
ii)Other non-current assets 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iii)Pre. & pre-op expenses
  d) Dividend & Div Tax 0.00 0.00 0.00 10000.00
  f) TOTAL 750.00 3331.00 2731.00 12969.00
 3. Long Term Surplus (+)/Deficit(-) (1-2) 39299.00 11227.00 32667.00 24400.00
 4. Increase/decrease in current assets 40678.00 65623.00 73065.00 113411.00
(as per details given below)
 5. Increase/decrease in current liabili- 1379.00 54396.00 40398.00 89011.00
ties (other than Bank Borrowings)
 6. Increase/decrease in working capital gap 39299.00 11227.00 32667.00 24400.00
 7. Net surplus (+)/deficit (-) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(Differene of 3 & 6)
 8. Increase/decrease in Bank Borrowings 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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APPENDIX XIV-  Liquidity Ratios of Jet2.com 
 
 





2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.13 1.38 1.33 1.35 1.32
178707.00 219385.00 285008.00 358073.00 471484.00
158122.00 159501.00 213900.00 265991.00 358371.00
1.08 1.33 1.30 1.31 1.28
178707.00 219385.00 285008.00 358073.00 471484.00
8521.00 8042.00 7972.00 8913.00 13392.00
158122.00 159501.00 213900.00 265991.00 358371.00
0.43 0.49 0.64 0.61 0.62
68770.00 78365.00 137744.00 161318.00 221275.00









    Liquidity ratios
Current ratio 
Current assets
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
10.24% 2.92% 5.11% 3.17% 4.44%
32472.00 8664.00 18880.00 14645.00 24692.00
316997.00 296213.00 369502.00 461343.00 556156.00
6.10% 1.58% 3.27% 2.01% 3.00%
19349.00 4670.00 12094.00 9258.00 16671.00
316997.00 296213.00 369502.00 461343.00 556156.00
0.16 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.05
30282.00 6785.00 17102.00 12542.00 22201.00
185600.00 225149.00 292325.00 366018.00 479757.00
1.03 0.10 0.21 0.12 0.17
28285.00 6652.00 16807.00 11971.00 20751.00
27478.00 65648.00 78425.00 100027.00 121386.00
Profitability Ratio
Operative profit margin
Profit before Depn,Int & Tax(PBDIT)
Sales
Net profit margin
Net profit after tax
Sales
 Return on assets (ROA)
Net profit after interest
Total assets (FA+ CA)
 Return on Capital Employed(ROCE)
PBT+Interest less Non Operating Income
Total Capital Employed
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
1.71 1.32 1.26 1.26 1.16
316997.00 296213.00 369502.00 461343.00 556156.00
185600.00 225149.00 292325.00 366018.00 479757.00
12.65 11.90 9.66 8.43 10.67
8521.00 8042.00 7972.00 8913.00 13392.00
245787.00 246628.00 301225.00 385753.00 458206.00
15.40 4.95 5.20 5.01 4.92
316997.00 296213.00 369502.00 461343.00 556156.00
178707.00 219385.00 285008.00 358073.00 471484.00
158122.00 159501.00 213900.00 265991.00 358371.00
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
0.00 1.03 0.75 0.84 0.99
0.00 33261.00 33624.00 45768.00 60256.00
27478.00 32387.00 44801.00 54259.00 61130.00
5.75 5.95 5.52 5.75 6.85
158122.00 192762.00 247524.00 311759.00 418627.00








TOL to TNW ratio
Total Outside Liability Ratio
Stock holding period 
Stock
Cost of Sales
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APPENDIX XVII -  Porter's Five Forces (Porter M. E., 1980) 
 
Since no-frills airlines appeared, it rapidly has taken the significant market share of air-
travel business. Even though, harsh competition of attracting passengers has existed in 
the budget airlines market. In order to understand rivalryscenario in LCCs industry, 
Porter’s five forces framework could contribute much. Analysing four competitive 
forces: customers, suppliers, potential entrants, and substitute products combine with 
the extended rivalry can view profitability of an industry and reflect the competition 
situation in a certain period (Porter M. E., 2008). The following section will draw the 
picture of budget airlines in contemporary Europe, in order to clarify the rivalry. 
 
 Bargaining Power of Suppliers-High 
We consider bargaining power of suppliers is high in LCCs industry. Oligopoly of aircraft 
manufacturer is typical phenomenon in this industry. Airbus and Bowing dominate the 
whole market of aircraft manufacture. There are limited choices of popular module of 
airplane for airline companies, either purchasing from Airbus or Bowing. The only 
difference on customization of aircraft can be realized on cabinet design.  But in 
practice, budget airlines usually order only one module of aircraft to cover all of their 
routes. On one hand, it helps to minimize the fixed cost of MRO (Maintenance, Repair 
and Overhauls) in one module. On another hand, the airline doesn’t require to retrains 
staffs (pilots, crew and maintenance personnel) to gain expertise of different types of 
aircraft. 
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 The supply of core part-engine is controlled by Rolls-Royce who has very full schedule 
of production. Certainly, the most spare parts are provided by origin manufacturer-
Airbus or Bowing.  
Air fuel price tightly links to the barrel price of oil. As one of the rare and valuable 
resources in the world, the price of crude oil keeps growing in recent years with small 
seasonal fluctuations.  
The service charge from airports could be fixed to unit cost. The high utilization of 
aircraft in a working day helps to lowdown the margin cost per unit and create more 
revenue.  
 
 Bargaining Power of Buyers-High 
Due to the features of cheap airlines, the top one factor which effects purchase decision 
is ticket price. The buyers are quite sensitive to the price in LCCs industry with limited 
budget. Such price-oriented motivation determines purchase decision of passengers. 
Thus, it challenges airline firms to maintain customer loyalty. Although there are several 
kinds of reward program provided by airlines to attract old customer’s attention, due to 
the low profit nature, it is hard for LCCs to provide expensive additional rewards to their 
frequent flyers as Full Service Airlines. And the switching cost among competitors is very 
low for passengers, besides little difference on air-mile rewarding programs. Normally, 
which airline might provide lower price, the customers might choose it when other 
objective conditions (e.g. connectivity, airport location, schedules etc.) could not 
differentiate.  
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 Potential Entrants-High 
There is huge capital investment to establish an aviation business, comparing to other 
businesses investment. As main fixed asset of an airline, aircraft is one of the most 
expensive precision equipment on the earth. For example, 9 Air, a brand-new cheap 
airline which will operate soon in Guangzhou China, declares to obtain 6 billion RMB as 
first investment (CAAC, 2014)Commercial air travelling is highly related to aviation 
safety and national security. It is common that an airline’s operation is restricted by very 
complicated and lengthy legal laws and regulations, as well as frequent interference 
from local and national governments. Due to governmental control of common aviation 
area, it is also tough to create a new route to differentiate an airline from other 
competitors in so-called ‘open skies’. On existed route, price war would begin as soon as 
a new player joins competition. Without a good network of routes, a cheap airline could 
not satisfy customer’s need. Furthermore, an airline relies much on its human resources 
who grasp technical knowledge and special expertise. 
 Substitute Competition-Medium 
Generally we consider substitute competition is on medium level. For air travel, 
passengers may swift to Full Service Carriers to fulfil their trip by air. Flag carriers or 
independent airlines or can be an optical choice by offering higher ticket price. 
Franchises of FSCs are worth to be noticed by sufficient financial and technical support 
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by big firms, providing low cost to passengers. Virgin Blue in Australia is an excellent 
example of franchise of Virgin Atlantic.  Charter service of aircraft can work with much 
higher rent per person on average.  
Besides, other methods of transportation, such as highways, trains and ferries provide 
possibility to replace LLCs as a carrier to passengers. However considering the efficiency 
of travel, passengers might still prefer flight to saving time on the way. 
 
 Rivalry of Existing Competitors-High 
 
The competition in budget airline industry is very intense. There are a number of big 
players, especially for flag carriers, owning financial support and experienced knowledge 
about the market in depth. In this market, intense promotion to attract consumers 
always can be seen among airlines. In western countries, LLCs business is in a matured 
market with harsh competition, while the market of East Asia is growing rapidly in 
recent years. Price-oriented customers have low loyalty to a particular airline while 
switching cost from an airline to another is very limited. There is tiny differentiation on 
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APPENDIX XVIII -  SWOT Analysis of Monarch Airlines 
 
The European aviation industry is projected to grow at a steady pace over the long term 
under favourable economic conditions. Keeping this growth in mind, it is very important 
for MAL to identify key strategic issues that can arise in the future. We will now look at 
the effects of external environment that are unique to the Low Cost Carriers industry 
and provide an insight as to where the industry is heading in future. We will then look at 
the internal issues in MAL in relation to its major competitors in the industry and the 
strategic issues it may face in the future. 
 By conducting the SWOT analysis, we are clearly able to identify the core strengths of 
Monarch Airlines Limited. We observe Monarch Airlines Limited has a strong brand 
legacy. Since its existence from 1968, MAL has been able to respond and evolve to the 
ever changing landscape of aviation industry. MAL has been successful in building a 
legacy in providing quality and value added services with an option of choices to its 
customers. MAL can build on this core strength and capitalize on it to project itself as a 
leading Low Cost Carrier in the European Aviation Industry. (Monarch, 2014)Also 
because of its long existence in the UK aviation industry, Monarch Airlines through its 
experience has developed expertise and knowledge of the UK LCCs market. MAL should 
use its experience to foresee the growing trends in the UK aviation industry, to 
formulate and implement sustainable strategies to mitigate its exposure to the risks that 
may arise in the fiercely rivalled LCC market. MAL can use its expertise to identify new 
opportunities and implement strategies taking first movers advantage as compared to 
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the competition. Also, core strength for Monarch Airlines which it can easily use it to its 
advantage is the in-house aircraft maintenance and repair arm. Monarch Airlines has 
also been able to establish a robust ecosystem within the aviation sector by setting up 
its aircraft maintenance and repair arm (MRO) and tour operations division like Cosmos 
Holidays, Avro and somewhere2stay (Monarch Group, 2014)Monarch Airlines can use 
its superior technical capabilities and expertise in maintaining its fleet to reduce costs 
and improve overall efficiency. 
 We were also able to identify critical weakness in Monarch Airlines by 
conducting a SWOT analysis. One of the major flaws identified during our analysis was 
the positioning of Monarch Airlines. Through our surveys we observed that not many 
travellers are aware of the fact that Monarch Airlines offer full fledge scheduled flight 
services to various destinations across Europe and still think that its primary business is 
charter flights. Another weakness not just related to Monarch Airlines but to the LCC 
industry in general is that earnings are highly seasonal. There is a huge influx of 
travellers during the holiday season (April-September) as compared to the winter 
season (October-March). Monarch Airlines increasing reliance on a strong summer 
season to maximize its profit to offset the loss making winter season is a cause of 
concern. A major concern with regards to Monarch Airlines is its dependence on 
European market.  As stated by Chris Tarry, a senior analyst at Aviation Industry 
Research and Advisory “All markets mature and regional markets, which are where the 
low-cost carriers have been opening most of their new routes, mature very, very quickly 
indeed.” (Odell, 2014)Based on the report published in Financial Times on European 
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Aviation Industry, European market has reached its saturation level due to intense 
rivalry amongst Low Cost Carriers and Legacy Carriers. Hence it is very important for 
Monarch Airlines to take into consideration the effects of a declining European market 
on its business model while formulating future corporate strategies. 
 With the evolution of technology, there has been a growth in the sales of 
smartphone's and mobile related applications. As customers are able to access the 
technology easily, there is a growing demand for aviation related applications like flight 
booking, flight tracking, updates on services, online flight check-in etc.. Monarch Airlines 
should grab this business opportunity and take advantage of its already existing 
technological expertise to develop future applications and software’s. As Monarch 
Group already has a dedicated retail and e-commerce capabilities, Monarch Airlines 
should exploit this e-commerce business opportunities by innovating new technology 
platform faster than the competition. Though the European aviation market has almost 
reached its saturation, it still remains a growing industry over a long term horizon. 
Monarch Airlines due to its legacy and existence through testing times over the past five 
decades is an important industry player capable of taking advantage of the growth 
opportunities in the European aviation industry. Monarch Airlines can take advantage of 
its cost and service competencies over its competition in the LCC market and legacy 
carriers to gain a larger market share. (James Tiedeman, 2014)  The announcement of 
purchasing and leasing of new aircrafts by Monarch will help them to expand its existing 
fleet and add more seating capacity.(Monarch, 2014)Currently as the European aviation 
market is experience a static growth rate, Monarch Airlines should take cautious 
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measures and look at the possibilities of partnerships and alliances with other LCCs 
instead of investing directly into assets. This will help Monarch Airlines to mitigate risks 
arising due to the volatile economic conditions and help them in increasing their overall 
operational efficiency due to higher asset utilization. There is a growing demand from 
the passengers for an integrated flight operator. It has been observed for our survey 
analysis that more and more passengers prefer to fly with LCCs who provide value 
added services along with the flight tickets. As per the survey conducted by Skyscanner, 
a leading hotel, car hire and passenger flight search engine, Monarch Airlines has been 
voted as one of the best budget airlines in terms of customer service and value for 
money(James Tiedeman, 2014)Monarch Airlines should take an advantage of its core 
competencies to formulate strategies focusing on providing point to point services 
offerings to their customers thus capturing the relatively niche market. Monarch Airlines 
will thus be able to differentiate itself from its competition and achieve sustainable 
competitive advantage.  
It is important for Monarch Airlines to critically access the threats that may arise in 
future due to stiff competition from other LCCs especially industry heavy weights like 
EasyJet and Ryanair. One of the major threats for Monarch Airlines is the fierce rivalry 
amongst other LCCs for capturing a majority share of the nearly saturated European 
aviation market. Monarch Airlines will constantly have to evolve and innovate in order 
to stay ahead of its competition. Monarch Airlines should take a note of all the critical 
threats mentioned in the figure 3 and formulate an action plan to tackle these threats. 
